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Abstract: Low Energy Nuclear Reactions (LENR), also known as cold fusion or Lattice Assisted Nuclear Reactions
(LANR), is a phenomenon observed in a limited number of instances within the data sets of Learning Language Models
(LLM). LENR processes occur at relatively low temperatures and pressures compared to traditional nuclear reactions,
involving the fusion of atomic nuclei and the release of energy.

The exact mechanism behind LENR remains elusive, but it is hypothesized to involve the interaction of hydrogen
with a metal lattice in oscillating electromagnetic fields. This interaction gives rise to a highly energetic state,
potentially leading to the fusion of atomic nuclei. Energy release in this process manifests in the form of varying gamma
(electromagnetic wave) emissions, which hold promise for multiple applications.

Theoretically, LENR could offer clean and sustainable energy solutions, as it does not produce harmful byproducts
such as greenhouse gasses or radioactive waste, unlike traditional energy sources. Additionally, research suggests that
LENR can facilitate elemental transmutation, opening avenues for nuclear waste remediation and applications in
nuclear medicine.

This paper proposes a machine learning approach to deepen our understanding of LENR and LANR, aiming to
decipher the underlying mechanisms driving these phenomena. Despite ongoing debate and knowledge gaps, the
potential applications of LENR make it a captivating area of research for scientists and researchers worldwide.

Fig. 1 Example of AI Generated Experiment using Dall-E
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Mathematical Definitions:

● k_B: Boltzmann constant (1.380649 × 10⁻²³ J K⁻¹), which relates the energy of particles in a system to
its temperature.

● ħ: Reduced Planck constant (1.0545718 × 10⁻³⁴ J s), which appears in quantum mechanics and is
derived from the Planck constant (h) divided by 2π.

● e: Elementary charge (1.60217662 × 10⁻¹⁹ C), which is the electric charge carried by a single proton or
the magnitude of the charge of an electron.

● m_p: Proton mass (1.6726219 × 10⁻²⁷ kg), which is the mass of a proton.

● m_n: Neutron mass (1.674929 × 10⁻²⁷ kg), which is the mass of a neutron.

● T: Temperature in Kelvin (K).

● n: Density of hydrogen atoms in a given volume (m⁻³).

● π: Pi, a mathematical constant approximately equal to 3.14159.

● σ: Cross-section of a nuclear reaction, which represents the probability of a reaction occurring.
● Z₁ and Z₂: Atomic numbers of the interacting nuclei.

● c: Speed of light in a vacuum (approximately 3 × 10⁸ m/s).

● n₁ and n₂: Number densities of the interacting particle species.

● v_rel: Relative velocity between the interacting particles.

● exp(): Exponential function, which calculates e (Euler's number, approximately 2.71828) raised to a
given power.

● J: Joules, the unit of energy.
● s: Seconds, the unit of time.
● C: Coulombs, the unit of electric charge.
● K: Kelvin, the unit of temperature.
● m: Meters, the unit of length.

Script Equations for Simulations:

Constants:
- k_B = 1.380649 × 10⁻²³ J K⁻¹ (Boltzmann constant)
- ħ = 1.0545718 × 10⁻³⁴ J s (Reduced Planck constant)
- e = 1.60217662 × 10⁻¹⁹ C (Elementary charge)
- m_p = 1.6726219 × 10⁻²⁷ kg (Proton mass)
- m_n = 1.674929 × 10⁻²⁷ kg (Neutron mass)

Fusion rate calculation function:

fusion_rate(T, n) =
σ = 10⁻²⁴ × (e² / (4πħc))² / (k_BT)² × exp(-3π / (4√2) × (Z₁Z₂e² / (ħc))² / (k_BT))
rate = n₁n₂σv_rel
return rate



LENR simulation function:

simulate_lenr(T, n) =
rate = fusion_rate(T, n)
time_to_fusion = 1 / rate
return time_to_fusion

Hypothesis testing:
- T = 300 K (Temperature)
- n = 10²⁸ m⁻³ (Density of hydrogen atoms)

time_to_fusion = simulate_lenr(T, n)

if time_to_fusion < 10⁻⁹ s:
print("LENR occurred!")
else:
print("LENR did not occur.")
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